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1. Introduction
Astronomers have traditionally used chromospheric
activity measurements to infer fundamental properties
of cool stars including age, rotation rate, convection
levels and magnetic activity. With the advent of exo-
planetology, activity metrics for planet-hosts may be
used to probe star-planet interactions (SPI), planetary
mass-loss, planet composition determinations, radio
detectability and planetary magnetic fields.

Figure 1: WASP-12 enshrouded in a circumstellar gas
cloud composed of atmospheric material stripped from
ultra hot Jupiter WASP-12b, as modelled [2].

We use the Robert Stobie Spectrograph on the South
African Large Telescope to make Ca II H & K ob-
servations of close-in planet hosts, calibrating them
to derive log(R′

HK)—the most commonly used met-
ric for comparing the chromospheric activity of FGK
stars [9]. Our ongoing ‘OU-SALT’ programme avoids
uncertainties caused by systematic offsets between
measurements using different instruments. We have
thus produced a uniform database with significantly
smaller internal errors than the prior state-of-the-art in
planet-host activity work.

Observations reveal systems with log(R′
HK) values

lower than any previously published, likely caused by
absorption by diffuse gas shrouds of material lost from

ablating planets, as postulated [5] and modelled [2]
for the WASP-12 system (Figure 1). Robust statis-
tical testing also reveals vigorous star-planet interac-
tions (SPI) [3].

There are profound implications for the evolution of
these close-in planetary systems.

2. Activity in context
We have generated log(R′

HK) metrics for 104 bright
FGK stars that host close-in exoplanets, around 90%
of which are hot-Jupiters. FGK stars exhibit a basal
limit of chromospheric activity of log(R′

HK) = −5.1
that corresponds to the quiet sun, i.e. a star completely
devoid of spots, faculae and active regions [4]. Fig-
ure 2 reveals that over one third of our main sequence
close-in planet host population has log(R′

HK) < −5.1
as compared to only 2% of a population of field stars.
Sub-basal activity results from extrinsic absorption
likely by enshrouding material stripped from highly
irradiated close-in planets. Our results provide com-
pelling evidence for mass-loss.

Figure 2: The colour-activity distribution for main se-
quence OU-SALT close-in planet hosts shown in red
and for an unevolved sample of field stars chosen from
[7]. The activity distributions of each population are
shown in the histogram. Planet hosts exhibit bimodal-
ity.
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3 Star-planet interactions
Star-planet interactions are generally classified as ei-
ther tidal or (electro-)magnetic. The strength of tidal
SPI depends on the mass of each body (MP , M?), stel-
lar radius (R?) and separation distance (a), while the
magnitude of magnetic SPI depends on magnetic field
strength and separation distance. For tidal interactions,
the tidal bulge height as a fraction of the scale height of
the stellar photosphere (htide/hscale) is used [1]. As
magnetic field strength is unknown, 1/a is commonly
employed as a proxy for magnetic SPI [6] [9]. Figure
3 shows tidal SPI plotted against a magnetic SPI proxy
for OU-SALT targets. Approximately half of the pop-
ulation is classified as ‘extreme’ where M/a2 > 450
MJ [6]. Strong interactions are therefore expected.

Rigorous statistical treatment is required to account
for selection effects, observational biases and inter-
dependency of variables when examining correlations
between SPI terms and activity [8]. We have con-
structed a multiple linear regression model that in-
corporates principle components analysis (PCA) to
predict observed activity. The performance of the
model significantly improves when a simple SPI term
is incorporated, providing strong evidence of SPI in
the OU-SALT population.

Figure 3: Tidal SPI term log(htide/hscale) plotted
against magnetic SPI proxy log(1/a) [3]. ’Extreme’
interacting systems (M/a2 > 450 MJ [6]) shown in
red make up around half of the sample.

4. Summary and Conclusions
Using the Robert Stobie Spectrograph on the Southern
African Large Telescope, we have generated a homo-
geneous database of log(R′

HK) for close-in hosts, the
majority of which are orbited by hot Jupiters. We find
over one third of main sequence hosts have sub-basal
activity, providing compelling evidence of mass loss.
We also find strong evidence for star-planet interac-
tions.
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